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We investigate supercurrent interference patterns measured as a function of magnetic field in ballistic graphene
Josephson junctions. At high doping, the expected �0-periodic “Fraunhofer” pattern is observed, indicating a
uniform current distribution. Close to the Dirac point, we find anomalous interferences that are close to a 2�0

periodicity, similar to that predicted for topological Andreev bound states carrying a charge of e instead of 2e.
This feature persists with increasing temperature, ruling out a nonsinusoidal current-phase relationship. It also
persists in junctions in which sharp vacuum edges are eliminated. Our results indicate that the observed behavior
may originate from an intrinsic property of ballistic graphene Josephson junctions, though the exact mechanism
remains unclear.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.1.033084

The critical current of a Josephson junction subject to
a perpendicular magnetic field is known to show decaying
oscillations [1,2]. For a uniform supercurrent distribution and
a 2π -periodic sinusoidal current-phase relation, the pattern
of oscillations is identical to that of single-slit Fraunhofer
interference in optics. This pattern’s periodicity is �0 = h/2e,
the magnetic flux quantum. Measurement of (and deviations
from) the “Fraunhofer pattern” is a conventional way to char-
acterize the uniformity of Josephson junctions which became
particularly relevant for the novel junctions based on 2D
materials [3–6].

Josephson junctions made with topological materials, such
as quantum spin Hall insulators, demonstrate marked devia-
tions from the conventional Fraunhofer pattern [7]. Topolog-
ical bound states at the superconducting interface are able
to support the supercurrent along the edges of the sample,
resulting in SQUID-like oscillations. Due to the presence of
Majorana fermions, these patterns are expected to show a
single electron periodicity of h/e [8–10]. However, due to
quasiparticle poisoning, this periodicity may not be typically
accessible via DC measurements [11–13]. Nevertheless, mag-
netic interference patterns with even-odd modulations have
been reported [14–16]. Other scenarios are also expected
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to result in distortions of the interference pattern, includ-
ing the presence of a nonuniform supercurrent distribution
[17–20], a nonsinusoidal current-phase relation [21–24], spin-
orbit effects [25–27], and a nonlocal supercurrent [28–34].
Understanding these transport mechanisms may allow one
to distinguish trivial 2�0-periodic behavior from topological
2�0-periodic behavior.

Here, we study encapsulated graphene Josephson junctions
in several different regimes. We start by measuring the sam-
ples at high density, where we find conventional �0-periodic
Fraunhofer patterns. As the density is lowered, the junctions
exhibit a robust lifting of even nodes, resulting in effectively
2�0-periodic interference patterns. The patterns with even
node lifting were repeatedly observed in several devices of
different geometries, making it highly unlikely that the be-
havior is a result of an aberrant, nonuniform current density.
Furthermore, the observed behavior is unaffected by side gates
that change the density near the junction/vacuum edges. The
anomalous patterns persist at elevated temperature where the
current-phase relation is expected to be sinusoidal [23,24].
Note that this system is not expected to host any topological
bound states due to its lack of spin-orbit coupling. Having
ruled out the above scenarios, we suggest that this anomalous
periodicity may originate from some intrinsic properties of
ballistic graphene Josephson junctions.

We study seven Josephson junctions made of graphene
encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride and contacted by
molybdenum-rhenium (MoRe) superconducting electrodes.
The junction dimensions are listed in Table I, while fabrication
and measurement details are included in the appendices. The
junctions have different lengths, L, and contact widths, W.
Junctions J1−5 are conventional rectangular junctions, while
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TABLE I. List of junctions.

Device name Length Width Ratio: L/W

J1 0.65 μm 4.5 μm 0.144
J2 0.3 μm 2.4 μm 0.125
J3 0.2 μm 3 μm 0.067
J4 0.4 μm 3 μm 0.133
J5 1 μm 3 μm 0.333
Jside 0.5 μm 3 μm 0.166
Jex 0.5 μm 3 μm 0.166

Jside and Jex include local electrostatic gates along the edges
of the junctions. The ballisticity of junctions J1−5 was estab-
lished in depth in a previous study [35]. For the first part of
this paper we focus on J1 for clarity and brevity.

The differential resistance of J1 as a function of applied DC
bias current I and back gate voltage VG is shown in Fig. 1(a).
The black region roughly symmetric about I = 0 corresponds
to the superconducting state, in which the junction resistance
vanishes. The transition from the superconducting state to
the normal state occurs at the switching current, IS. At high
carrier density, the switching current increases proportionally
with the number of conducting modes; it reduces to its min-
imum around the Dirac point (VD ≈ −2.65 V). Conventional
Fraunhofer patterns are observed at high electron density in all
junctions [Fig. 1(b)]. In J1, this regime persists for densities
n � 5 × 1010 cm−2 (VG − VD � 0.7 V). This is shown in
Fig. 1(c), which demonstrates that the oscillations remain
unchanged for most of the VG range. Due to the possibility
of flux trapping in leads which would distort the pattern and
introduce hysteresis [36], the magnetic field is kept within
the ±5 mT range for these and other measurements. In the
case of hole doping, pn junctions are formed in the graphene
due to local n doping by the MoRe contacts. This results
in Fabry-Pérot oscillations, which manifest as resonances in
IS measured versus VG [32,37] (see Appendix B). In this
regime, anomalies in the Fraunhofer pattern are clear, as
seen in the contrast between Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Previous
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FIG. 1. Conventional graphene Josephson junction behavior.
(a) Map of differential resistance dV/dI of junction J1 as a function
of applied current I and back gate voltage VG. The dark region of
vanishing resistance near zero bias corresponds to the supercurrent.
(b) Regular Fraunhofer interference patterns measured at high den-
sity for J1−4. (c) Maps of supercurrent IS in J1 versus magnetic field B
and gate voltage VG, taken at high electron doping. These interference
maps demonstrate conventional Fraunhofer patterns with a gate-
independent magnetic oscillation period. (d) A similar map in the
hole-doped regime demonstrating deviations from the Fraunhofer
pattern closer to the Dirac point (VD = −2.65 V) and the restored
Fraunhofer pattern farther away.

work has attributed these anomalous patterns to different
Fabry-Pérot resonances in bulk and edge modes, resulting
in edge-dominated (SQUID-like) interference when the bulk
transmission is low [18].

In this paper, we explore the regime of very small densities,
n � 2.5 × 1010 cm−2, presented in Fig. 2(a). Here, we find
that 2�0-periodic interference patterns arise as shown in
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FIG. 2. Interference patterns with periodicity doubling. (a) Magnetic interference measurements at low doping for J1. Oscillations in the
switching current along the gate direction for p doping result from Fabry-Pérot resonances in the junction due to pn interfaces near the MoRe
contacts. Green and red lines mark cuts displayed in adjacent panel. (b) Line cuts showing normalized IS as a function of quantized magnetic
flux �/�0. At high electron (black) and hole (blue) doping, a regular oscillation period is observed. However, for certain VG near the Dirac
point (red, green) we find a regular pattern of oscillations with a doubled periodicity.
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Fig. 2(b), which correspond to the vertical cross sections of
Fig. 2(a) at VG = −2.45 V and −2.59 V. In these two curves
(red and green), all even nodes are completely lifted and
the overall periodicity changes from 0.35 mT to 0.68 mT as
compared to results at high electron and hole density (blue and
black). The interference patterns retain this regular 2�0 period
for several flux quanta and thus the pattern change cannot be
explained by a randomly distorted current distribution. The
regions of periodicity doubling also persist for a significant
range of VG [Fig. 2(a)], further indicating that disordered
current distribution is not likely to be the cause.

We would like to point out that as a result of the pat-
tern change, the width of the side lobes becomes roughly
equal to the width of the central peak, whose width stays
constant. While a central maximum with the same width as
the side maxima indicates a SQUID-like interference pat-
tern, the observed behavior would correspond to a SQUID
with a 4π -periodic current-phase relation (CPR). However,
previous CPR studies on ballistic graphene Josephson junc-
tions show a 2π -periodic CPR persisting through the Dirac
point [23,24]. Alternatively, 2�0-periodic interference pattern
could be the result of crossed Andreev reflections, in which
the electron and the Andreev-reflected hole propagate along
the opposite sides of the junction, as discussed in Ref. [20]
for topologically trivial InAs. We explore (and refute) pos-
sible contributions from the edges in our samples in the
following.

Previous studies have demonstrated a significant density
buildup along the vacuum edges of graphene devices [38–40].
In order to determine whether edge effects are responsible for
the anomalous interference patterns, we employ two types of
local gates which directly affect the edge carrier density. In
Jside, self-aligned side gates are made from the same graphene
crystal as the Josephson junction by etching a narrow gap
(� 100 nm) between the two [Fig. 3(a)] [41]. As the side
gates are very close to the edge of the junction, they are
highly efficient, allowing us to change the local density by
approximately ±4 × 1011 cm−2 relative to the bulk. In Jex, the
graphene mesa extends several microns beyond the junction
on both edges. The carrier densities of these extended regions
are controlled by two local top gates, which come to within
∼100 nm of the contacts and tune the local density by ±5 ×
1012 cm−2 [Fig. 3(b)]. The length of the junction edge is much
greater than the induced superconducting coherence length
in graphene, Ledge � ξ0 = h̄vF /� ∼ 500 nm. In this regime
the critical current at the lowest temperatures is expected to
scale as IC ∝ 1/L [35,42–44], and the contribution of the
edges to supercurrent is expected to be negligible in this
sample.

Both Jside and Jex show lifting of even nodes near the
bulk Dirac point, while the first and third nodes remain pro-
nounced. Interestingly, the first node also remains pinned at a
fixed value of � = �0 while the rest of the pattern is strongly
distorted. This observed anomalous periodicity is robust and
persists over the full range of side or top gate voltages. In
fact, the interference maps as a function of gate voltage and
magnetic field [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] remain roughly unchanged
as the top or side gates are applied, except for a small shift
along the back gate axis, induced by their overall electrostatic
influence.

4

4

Jside

Jex

FIG. 3. Interference in junctions with edge density control.
(a) Schematic of Jside showing two side gates which modify the
potential at the vacuum edges. (b) The normalized supercurrent as
a function of magnetic field and gate voltages in Jside. The density
on both edges is increased (decreased) by ∼4 × 1011 cm−2 for
VSG = 4 V (−4 V). Little influence on the interference pattern is
seen. (c) Line cuts from the dashed lines in (b) showing lifting of
the even nodes. (d) Schematic of Jex with extended areas on both
sides of the mesa and top gates to control the local density. (e) As
(b) but for Jex, applying identical voltages to both local top gates.
Here, the local density is tuned dramatically by ∼5 × 1012 cm−2

for VTG = ±10 V. Again, the influence on the interference pattern
is minor. (f) Line cuts from the dashed line in (e). Again, there is
no influence on the anomalous period by the local gates. Hence we
conclude that the anomalous periodicity is not caused by trivial edge
channels.

In particular, the anomalous pattern persists in Jside

[Figs. 3(c) and 3(e)] as the side gate voltages are applied in
both the positive and negative directions, such that the edges
of the junction acquire a carrier density (∼ ± 1011 cm−2) that
greatly exceeds the density in the bulk (∼1010 cm−2). Jex,
which certainly does not have a supercurrent mediated by
trivial states at the graphene-vacuum edge, demonstrates even
node lifting through zero top gate voltage, when density at
the edges is close to the density in the bulk [Figs. 3(e) and
3(f)]. The lack of side gate voltage sensitivity appears to rule
out the contribution of the edge as the cause of the anomalous
interference pattern. In the following we consider alternative
mechanisms that are known to modify the magnetic inter-
ference patterns and discuss whether they could explain the
observed behavior.

Geometric effects resulting in nonlocal supercurrent may
yield unconventional interference patterns. For high aspect
ratio junctions (L/W � 1), the supercurrent from trajecto-
ries with reflections from the vacuum edges of the junction
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the Fraunhofer pattern in
(a) J4 and (b) J5. Both patterns show that only the amplitude of the
switching current is changing with increasing temperature, while the
anomalous pattern remains qualitatively unchanged. This observa-
tion indicates that the phenomenon is not attributable to an anoma-
lous current-phase relation, which would have been suppressed at
elevated temperatures.

cannot be neglected. This nonlocal supercurrent distribution
can yield a magnetic interference pattern with a 2�0 peri-
odicity [30,32,33]. However, all of our devices have small
geometric ratios 0.07 < L/W < 0.33 (see Table I). Further-
more, the results from this nonlocal distribution would change
the period of interference, but would not yield a pattern with
a central maximum of the same width as the side maxima.
Therefore, this cannot explain the pattern with even node
lifting that we observe.

Any possible explanations involving a nonsinusoidal CPR
can be ruled out by measurements at increased temperature,
where a 2π -periodic sinusoidal relation should be recovered
[23,24]. Such temperature dependence is presented in Fig. 4
for junctions J4 and J5 showing the persistence of anomalous
periodicity up to 2 K. The variety of junction lengths studied
provides further evidence that this behavior is not related to
CPR. Indeed, our devices range from the short (L < ξ0) to
the long (L > ξ0) ballistic regime. Junctions in these oppos-
ing limits are expected to display different CPR, suggesting
that the consistent behavior across all of our devices cannot
originate with the CPR.

A disordered supercurrent density concentrated at several
locations along the junction could explain the lifting of the
nodes of the interference pattern. Indeed, the current density
becomes less uniform close to charge neutrality. However, it is
unlikely that such disorder would result in preferential lifting
of the even nodes.

We are led to conclude that the anomalous pattern may
arise from some intrinsic property of graphene. Indeed, carrier
trajectories in graphene can be influenced by the valley degree
of freedom, and by specular Andreev reflections [45]. It is not
clear whether either could produce the observed lifting of the
even nodes and the resulting quasi-2�0-periodic patterns.

In summary, we have explored magnetic interference
patterns throughout different density regimes for ballistic
graphene Josephson junctions. At high carrier density, a
regular Fraunhofer pattern is observed, indicating a uniform
current distribution across the width of the junctions. Remark-
ably, at lower carrier densities we observe a robust lifting of
even nodes in the interference patterns of all devices. Tem-
perature dependence, different junction lengths, and control

of trivial edge channels were exhaustively considered; in all
cases regions of anomalous periodicity persisted. Our obser-
vations rule out likely explanations such as a nonsinusoidal
CPR, large current densities at the graphene-vacuum edges,
and nonlocal supercurrent contributions. While a topological
state with a 4π -periodic CPR would explain our observation,
no such state has been predicted to exist in graphene. Further
studies of the observed interference behavior and related cor-
roborating measurements, such as Shapiro steps, are clearly
needed.
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APPENDIX A: DEVICES UNDER STUDY

We fabricated Josephson junctions using exfoliated mono-
layer graphene crystals encapsulated in hexagonal boron ni-
tride. The junctions’ contacts are made by sputtering molyb-
denum rhenium (MoRe), a type-II superconductor. Further
details of sample fabrication are described in our earlier work
[46]. We have also junctions of different length [35]. All
samples are measured in a cryogen-free dilution refrigera-
tor with a base temperature of 35 mK. To determine the
supercurrent, a bias current is continuously, linearly ramped
through the junction at a repetition rate of ∼100 Hz and the
voltage difference is measured across the contacts, yielding
I-V curves. The ramp step size has a resolution of 0.3 nA, and
it has been confirmed that the filtering/wiring of the device
does not significantly disturb the ramp shape. The switching
current IS is then extracted as a function of back gate voltage
VG and magnetic field B.

APPENDIX B: FABRY-PÉROT REGIME

The normal resistance RN and switching current IS of J1

are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of gate voltage, showing
a sharp resistance peak indicating the location of the Dirac
point. Oscillations in both the normal resistance and switching
current are visible. These oscillations result from the work
function mismatch between the MoRe superconducting leads
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subtracting a linear fit from the measured data in order to amplify the
visibility of oscillations. As expected, �IS oscillates in phase with
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FIG. 7. The interference patterns at high-doping regime (black)
and Dirac point (red). The switching-current axis is normalized by
the zero-field value IS0 = IS(B = 0). While the high-doping regime
demonstrates a typical Fraunhofer pattern, at the Dirac point the
pattern is significantly distorted. The overall lifting of the nodes can
be attributed to a disordered current density distribution. A change in
periodicity is also observed by about a factor of ∼1.5.

and the graphene, which yields pn interfaces: MoRe locally
n-dopes the graphene, and (in a ballistic device) a Fabry-Pérot
cavity develops when the graphene bulk is p doped by the
back gate VG [32]. Figure 6 plots oscillations in the normal
conductance �GN and the switching current �IS versus the
gate voltage VG for device J1, computed by subtracting a
linear fit (fitted in the region displayed) from the measured GN

(IS) (Fig. 5). This procedure isolates the oscillations, and one
clearly observes regular resonances in both the supercurrent
and the normal conductance. GN and IS oscillate in phase with
each another, as expected [37]. The Fabry-Perot regime in
device J3 has been studied in detail in a previous work [35],
which explored the ballisticity of junctions J1−5.

APPENDIX C: MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE PATTERN
AT THE DIRAC POINT

Figure 7 shows the magnetic interference pattern of junc-
tion J1 taken at the Dirac point (VG ≈ −2.64 V). The de-
pendence of critical current IS on �/�0 is quite complex
here. The critical current is never fully suppressed until af-
ter the third side lobe. This is indicative of a nonuniform
current density distribution [2], which is consistent with the
fact that very few conducting channels are available at the
Dirac point. Conduction at the Dirac point may be affected
by local impurity doping and is therefore expected to be
nonuniform [47]. Note that the side lobe peak locations re-
veal an increase in period similar to that discussed in the
main text. However, the period is not precisely doubled,
but rather multiplied by ∼1.5. It is possible that the same
effect causing the doubling discussed in the main text is at
play here as well, but complicated by the highly disordered
pattern making analysis difficult. Note that due to this change
in period, the pattern observed is not a simple SQUID-
like pattern as one would expect for pure edge transport
[18].
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FIG. 8. Fourier analysis of magnetic interference patterns. (a) and (b): Simulated interference patterns for a uniform current distribution
(standard Fraunhofer pattern) and for a SQUID (top panels) with the corresponding power spectral density (PSD) plots (bottom panels).
Notably, there is a peak in the PSD corresponding to a frequency of 1/�0. (c) Interference pattern and PSD for J1 at high electron doping
(VG = −1 V) showing the peak at 1/�0, which corresponds to the conventional �0 junction periodicity described in the text. (d) Interference
pattern and PSD for J1 in the period-doubling regime [from Fig. 1(c)]. The 1/�0 power peak is now conspicuously absent, while a peak around
1/2�0 is prominent.

APPENDIX D: FOURIER ANALYSIS OF THE
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS

Fourier spectrum analysis of the Fraunhofer pattern is a
useful tool in determining the current distribution profile [1,7].
In principle, the study of the Fourier spectrum could help
us to explore the evolution of the interference pattern in
the regime of period doubling. However, three factors limit
the power of this analysis: (1) The frequency resolution is
determined by the range of magnetic field, typically 2–3 mT
in our experiment. This range is limited by flux trapping in
the superconducting leads; applying larger fields results in
hysteretic distortions of the Fraunhofer pattern. (2) In order to
properly Fourier-transform the Fraunhofer pattern, the phase
information about the supercurrent is required. Typically, the
phase is assumed to be either 0 or π , and the odd lobes are
ascribed a negative sign [1]. This method is not practical when

the lobes merge and the nodes between them get lifted. (3)
Additional distortions from the standard Fraunhofer/SQUID
patterns (particularly at low carrier densities) result in extra
peaks in the frequency spectrum, especially at lower frequen-
cies.

Nevertheless, we find that the Fourier spectrum of the
Fraunhofer pattern is quite informative. In Fig. 8, we present
the Fourier spectra of Ic(B), without attempting to provide
the phase information. Panels (a) and (b) provide, as a ref-
erence, standard Fraunhofer (a) and SQUID (b) interference
patterns. Both show a peak corresponding to the dominant
�0 periodicity of the signal. The Fraunhofer pattern shows
a large low-frequency spectrum, while the SQUID exhibits
stronger higher harmonics. Panel (c) shows the interference
pattern measured in J1 at high electron density (VG = −1 V)
and its frequency spectrum. Both the pattern and its spectrum
are close to that of a standard Fraunhofer pattern. The spectra
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FIG. 9. The ISRN product plotted versus gate voltage for device J1.

corresponding to period doubling are shown in panel (d).
A clear, strong peak corresponding to ∼2�0 periodicity is
observed, while the �0-periodic component is practically
absent (below the noise floor).

APPENDIX E: CRITICAL CURRENT IN BALLISTIC
JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

Figure 9 shows the product of ISRN plotted versus gate
voltage VG for device J1. Note that ISRN is only expected
to be ∝ �/e in short junctions. In long ballistic junctions,
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FIG. 10. Data set from Fig. 1(a) of main text extended to higher
gate voltages. Bias current is swept from negative to positive; there-
fore the transition at negative bias corresponds to the retrapping cur-
rent, while the transition at positive bias corresponds to the switching
current. Retrapping current is clearly smaller than switching current,
resulting in hysteresis.

ISRN ∝ vF/L [35,42–44], where L is the length of the junction
and vF is the Fermi velocity, which are expected to be gate
independent in graphene. A slight increase of ISRN with gate
voltage is explained by the imperfect contact transparency
[35], which increases away from the Dirac point.

Graphene Josephson junctions typically demonstrate
hysteresis between the switching and the retrapping currents,
either due to self-heating or underdamped dynamics [3,5,6].
(The retrapping current is the current at which the junction
switches from the normal to the superconducting state.)
Such hysteresis is observed in all of the samples studied in
this work. Figure 10 presents the same data as in Fig. 1(a)
but extended to higher gate voltages, which clearly shows
hysteresis.

APPENDIX F: MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE FOR
OTHER JUNCTIONS

Here we show the magnetic interference patterns for de-
vices J2 and J3. Following the format of Fig. 2 in the main
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FIG. 11. Interference patterns with periodicity doubling. (a) and
(b): Magnetic interference measurements at low doping for
J2 and J3. Green and red lines mark cuts displayed in lower panels.
(c) and (d): Line cuts showing supercurrent IS as a function of
quantized magnetic field B for junctions J2 and J3, respectively. At
high electron doping, a regular oscillation period is observed (black
line). However, for certain VG near the Dirac point (red, green) we
find a robust lifting of the second node, resulting in an effective 2�0

periodicity.
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text, Fig. 11 shows the interference patterns for J2 [panels
(a) and (c)] and J3 [panels (b) and (d)]. The gate maps focus
on the regions around the Dirac point, and the red and green

lines indicate gate voltage VG regions of periodicity doubling.
While not as clean as the devices shown in the main text, J2

and J3 also show clear lifting of even nodes.
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